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TMS - Transport Management System
About
The TMS Portal (Transport Management Software) is a cloud platform that facilitates the process of planning 
and overviewing transportation tasks. TMS is a more than suitable tool for transport companies as well as 
for transport planners. It simplifies order creation by using templates. As a result, the costs / benefits are 
immedialty linked to every transport.

Overviewing and planning everything related to equipment, material and employees becomes an effortless 
process due to the easily adjustable dashboards.

The TMS portal can be integrated with other external systems like Trimble on-board computers, e-CMR 
providers, accounting software, …

Starting from the first step, order creation, until the last step, billing of the customers, you don’t need to 
exit the TMS portal. As a result, all information is centralized and clear, which facilitates the collaboration 
between colleagues.
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Interesting Features of the TMS
 - Linking digital documents to orders and bills.
 - History of equipment and orders.
 - Generation of transport documents for suppliers that can be mailed from within the system.
 - Result calculation per task or in a certain period.
 - EDI integrations are easily added.
 - Personalized support at go-live.
 - Cloud application=> no installation and servers needed.

Intended for
We focus, with our TMS software, on two types of companies:
 - Firstly, the companies that don’t own any trucks but outsource transportation actions to one or more 

partners. The collection of costs and an overview of all the transport tasks is extremely important for this 
type of company.

 - Secondly, the companies who transport by using their own trucks. The scheduling and overviewing of 
employees as well as material is extremely important for these customers.

TMS Conclusion
 - Planning and overviewing from the first step until the last step
 - Integration possible with external systems
 - Budget friendly
 - Scalable Solution

C&W Logistic Software Suite
TMS is part of the C&W Logistic Software Suite which can support you in all execution and integration 
aspects of your logistics business processes.

Execution
WMS Warehouse Management System
MES Manufacturing Execution System
WCS Warehouse Control System
VOI Voice Connector
TMS Transport Management System
TSM Time Slotting Management

Integration
EDI Electronic Date Interchange
PTS Web Portals
CIP Carrier Integration Platform
HIP  Host integration Platform
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